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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the quantization of
the output of a binary input discrete memoryless channel that
maximizing the mutual information between the input and the
quantized output under an entropy-constrained of the quantized
output. A polynomial time algorithm is introduced that can find
the truly global optimal quantizer. This results hold for binary in-
put channels with arbitrary number of quantized output. Finally,
we extend this results to binary input continuous output channels
and show a sufficient condition such that a single threshold
quantizer is an optimal quantizer. Both theoretical results and
numerical results are provided to justify our techniques.
Keyword: vector quantization, partition, impurity, concave,
constraints, mutual information.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the problem of quantization that maximizing the
mutual information between input and quantized output is
a hot topic in information theory society. The design of
that quantizers is important in the sense of designing the
communication decoder i.e., polar code decoder [1] and LDPC
code decoder [2]. Over a past decade, many algorithms was
proposed [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. However,
due to the non-linear of partition, finding the global optimal of
partition M data points to K subsets is difficult in a general
setting. Of course, a naive exhaustive search on the M points
results in the time complexity of O(KM ) which can quickly
become computationally intractable even for modest values of
M and K . In [4], a iteration algorithm is proposed to find the
locally optimal quantizer with time complexity ofO(TKMN)
where T is the number of iterations in the algorithms and N is
the size of the channel input. Unfortunately, these algorithms
can get stuck at a locally optimal solution which can be far
away from the globally optimal solutions. However, under
a special condition of binary input channel N = 2, the
global optimal quantizer can be found efficiently with the
polynomial time complexity of O(M3) in the worst case [3].
The complexity is further reduced to O(KNM) using the
famous SMAWK algorithm [6].
As an extension, quantization that maximizes the mutual
information under the entropy-constrained is very important
in the sense of limited communication channels. For example,
one wants to quantize/compress the data to an intermediate
quantized output before transmits these quantized output to
the destination over a limited rate communication channel,
then the entropy of quantized output that denotes the lowest
compression rate is important. Of course, we want to keep
the largest mutual information between input and quantized
output while the transmission rate is lower than the channel
capacity. That said, the problem of quantization that maxi-
mizing mutual information under entropy-constrained is an
interesting problem that can be applied in many scenarios.
While the problem of quantization that maximizing the mutual
information was thoroughly investigated, there is a little of lit-
erature about the problem of quantization maximizing mutual
information under the entropy-constrained. As the first article,
Strouse et al. proposed an iteration algorithm to find the local
optimal quantizer that maximizing the mutual information
under the entropy-constrained of quantized-output [12]. In
[13], the authors generalized the results in [12] to find the
local optimal quantizer that minimizes an arbitrary impurity
function while the quantized output constraint is an arbitrary
concave function. However, as the best of our knowledge,
there is no work that can determine the globally optimal
quantizer that maximizes the mutual information under the
entropy-constrained even for the binary input channels. It is
worth noting that the very similar setting was established long
time ago called entropy-constrained scalar quantization [14],
[15] and entropy-constrained vector quantization [16], [17],
[18] where the quantized output has to satisfy the entropy-
constrained and squared-error distortion between input and
quantized output is minimized.
In this paper, we introduce a polynomial time algorithm
that can find the truly global optimal quantizer if the channel
input is binary. This result holds for any binary input chan-
nel with arbitrary number of quantized output. Finally, we
extend this results to binary input continuous binary output
channels and show a sufficient condition such that a single
threshold quantizer is an optimal quantizer. The outline of our
paper is as follows. In Section II, we describe the problem
formulation and its applications. In Section III, we review the
results in learning theory which can be applied to find the
optimal quantizer. In Section IV, we provide a polynomial
time algorithm to find the truly global optimal quantizer if
the channel input is binary. Moreover, we extend the results
Figure 1: A discrete memoryless channel having N inputs and
K quantized outputs using K − 1 thresholds.
to binary input continuous binary output channels and state a
sufficient condition such that a single threshold quantizer is
optimal. The simulation result is provided in Sec. V. Finally,
we provide a few concluding remarks in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Fig. 1 illustrates our channel. The discrete input X =
{x1, x2, . . . , xN} with a given pmf pX = {px1 , px2 , . . . , pxN}.
Let the channel output Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yM} that is specified
by the distribution pY = {py1, py2 , . . . , pyM} and a conditional
distribution pyj|xi for j = 1, 2, . . . ,M , i = 1, 2, . . . , N . The
joint distribution pxn,ym , therefore, is given. The output Y is
then quantized to Z = {z1, z2, . . . , zK} with the distribution
pZ = {pz1, pz2 , . . . , pzK}, K < M , by a possible stochastic
quantizer Qz|y = pzk|yj . One wants to design the optimal
quantizer to maximize the mutual information between input
X and quantized output Z while the quantized output Z has
to satisfy an entropy-constrained. Thus, in this paper we are
interested to find the optimal quantizer Q∗ such that.
Q∗ = max
Q
βI(X ;Z)−H(Z). (1)
where β > 0 is a parameter that controls the trade off between
maximizing the mutual information I(X ;Z) or minimize the
entropy of quantized output H(Z). The mutual information
I(X ;Z) is defined by
I(X ;Z) = H(Z)−H(Z|X) = H(X)−H(X |Z).
The entropy function H(Z) is defined by
H(Z) = −
K∑
k=1
pzk log(pzk).
From pX is given, the problem in (1) is equivalent to
Q∗ = min
Q
βH(X |Z) +H(Z). (2)
III. CONNECTION TO MINIMUM IMPURITY UNDER
CONCAVE CONSTRAINT PROBLEM
In this section, we want to establish the connection between
the problem of discrete channel quantization maximizing mu-
tual information under the entropy-constrained and the area
of statistical learning theory. Similar to the setting in Sec. II,
consider a discrete random variable X = {x1, x2, . . . , xN}
which is stochastically linked to an observation discrete data
Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yM}. One wants to quantize Y to a smaller
levels of quantized subsets Z = {z1, z2, . . . , zK} such that
the cost function F (X,Z) between X and Z is minimized
while the probability of quantized output satisfies a constraint
G(Z) ≤ D for a pre-specified constant D [13].
Q∗ = min
Q
βF (X,Z) +G(Z). (3)
The mapping Q(Y ) → Z called a classifier/partition in the
context of learning theory that is very similar to quantizer
in this paper. The cost function F (.) is called the impurity
function that is a way to measure the goodness of quanti-
zation/classification/partition. The original impurity F (X,Z)
between X and Z is defined by adding up the weighted loss
function in each output subset zk ∈ Z [19], [20], [21].
F (X,Z) =
K∑
k=1
pzkf [px|zk ]
= pzkf [px1|zk ,px2|zk ,. . . ,pxN |zk ] (4)
where px|zk = [px1|zk , px2|zk , . . . , pxN |zk ] denotes the condi-
tional distribution px|zk . The factor pzk denotes the weight of
subset zk. The function f(.) is an arbitrary concave function.
The impurity function in (4) can be rewritten by the function
of the joint distribution pxn,zk for n = 1, 2, . . . , N and k =
1, 2, . . . ,K . Let define
pxn,zk =
∑
yj∈Y
pxn,yjpzk|yj .
Thus,
pzkf [px|zk ] = (
N∑
n=1
pxn,zk)f [
px1,zk∑N
n=1
pxn,zk
, . . . ,
pxN,zk∑N
n=1
pxn,zk
]
(5)
where
∑N
n=1 pxn,zk denotes the weight of zk and px|zk =
[
px1,zk∑N
n=1 pxn,zk
, . . . ,
pxN ,zk∑N
n=1 pxn,zk
] denotes conditional distri-
bution px|zk . The impurity function, therefore, is only the
function of the joint distribution pxn,zk .
Various of common impurity functions have been suggested
in [19]. However, in this paper, we are interested to the entropy
impurity function such that
f [px|zk ] = −
N∑
n=1
pxn|zk log(pxn|zk).
Thus,
F (X,Z) =
K∑
k=1
pzk [
N∑
n=1
−pxn|zk log pxn|zk ]
=
K∑
i=1
pzkH(X|Zk) = H(X|Z). (6)
On the other hand, the constraint G(Z) can be an arbitrary
concave function over the quantized output pZ . Thus, the
entropy-constrained can be constructed if G(.) is entropy
function.
G(Z) = −
K∑
k=1
pzk log(pzk). (7)
From (6), (7), obviously that the problem in (2) is a sub-
problem of the problem in (3). That said, all the elegant
and general theoretical results in [13] can be applied to
solve problem (2). Based on the general results in [13], the
optimal quantizer has the followings properties: (i) the optimal
quantizer is a deterministic quantizer, i.e., the partition is a
hard partition and therefore pzk|yi = 0 or pzk|yi = 1 for
∀ i, k; (ii) the optimal quantizer is equivalent to hyper-plane
cuts in the space of posterior distribution; (iii) the necessary
optimality condition for optimal quantizer is established. The
detail results are followings.
A. Hard partition is optimal
Noting that in the setting of problem (2), the optimal quan-
tizer may be a stochastic (soft) quantizer i.e., 0 ≤ pzk|yj ≤ 1
or a data yi can belong to more than a quantized output
with an arbitrary probability. However, from the Lemma 1
in [13], the optimal quantizer is a hard quantizer. That said,
each data yi is quantized to a deterministic output zl or
pzk|yj = {0, 1}. Thus, we can reduce our interest to only
the deterministic quantizers. Lemma 1 extends the ideas in
[3], showing that the purely stochastic quantizers, that is,
nondeterministic quantizers, never have better performance
than deterministic quantizers under an entropy-constrained
quantization.
B. Necessary optimality condition for an optimal quantizer
From Theorem in [13], we note that the optimal quantizer
Q∗ should allocate the data yi to zl if D(yi, zl) < D(yi, zk)
∀ k = 1, 2, . . . ,K and k 6= l where D(yi, zl) is the "distance"
from yi to zl. This result is stated as the following.
Theorem 1. Suppose that an optimal partition Q∗ yields the
optimal output Z = {z1, z2, . . . , zK}. For each optimal set zl,
l ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}, we define vector cl = [c
1
l , c
2
l , . . . , c
N
l ]:
cnl =
∂pzlf [px|zl]
∂pxn,zl
, ∀n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, (8)
where pzlf [px|zl is defined in (5). We also define
dl =
∂G(Z)
∂pzl
. (9)
Define the "distance" from data yi ∈ Y to data zl is
D(yi, zl) = β
N∑
n=1
[pxn|yic
n
l ] + dl. (10)
Then, data yi is quantized to zl if and only if D(yi, zl) ≤
D(yi, zk) for ∀k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K, k 6= l}.
Proof. Please see Theorem 1 in [13].
Since (2) is a sub-problem of (3) using f [.] is entropy
function and the constraint G(.) is entropy-constrained, the
distance D(yi, zl) is specified in the following lemma.
Lemma 2. The optimal quantizer Q∗ = minQ βH(X |Z) +
H(Z) should quantize the data yi to zl if and only if
D(yi, zl) ≤ D(yi, zk) for ∀k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K, k 6= l} where
D(yi, zl) = β
N∑
n=1
pxn|yi log(
pxn|yi
pxn|zl
)− log(pzl). (11)
Proof. By taking the derivative of cnl and dl in Theorem
1 and ignoring the constant without changing the different
between D(yi, zl)−D(yi, zk), k 6= l, the new distance metric
is constructed.
The first component in the distance D(yi, zl) is actually
the Kullback-Leibler distance between data and the centroid
of quantized output [4] while the second component denotes
the impact of entropy-constrained. Obviously that minimizing
−log(pzl) meaning that one should quantize yi to a quantized
output zl that already having a large probability.
C. Separating hyper-plane condition for optimality
Let px|yj be the conditional probability distribution that is
defined by a vector in N dimensional probability space
px|yj = [px1|yj , px2|yj , . . . , pxN |yj ]
where 0 ≤ pxi|yj ≤ 1 and
∑N
i=1 pxi|yj = 1. Thus, each data
yi is equivalent to a N − 1 dimensional vector ¯px|yj .
¯px|yj = [px1|yj , px2|yj , . . . , pxN−1|yj ].
For convenient, we denote ¯px|yj = vj . Now, the quantizer
Q(Y ) → Z is equivalent to a quantizer Q¯
Q¯ : {v1, v2, . . . , vM} → {z1, z2, . . . , zK}.
Noting that two quantizersQ and Q¯ are equivalent in the sense
that if Q(yj) = zk then Q¯(vj) = zk. From Sec. III-C in [13],
the following Theorem holds.
Theorem 3. There exist an optimal quantizer Q∗ such that
the optimal partition is separated by hyper-plane cuts in the
space of posterior probability ¯px|yj = vj .
The advantage of using quantizer Q¯ is that it works in N−1
dimensional space while Q works in the N dimensional space.
For a large value of N , the different is negligible. However,
if N is small, i.e., N = 2, the Theorem 3 gives a powerful
condition which is characterized more detail in Sec. IV.
IV. QUANTIZER DESIGN ALGORITHM
A. Quantizer algorithm for binary input discrete output chan-
nels
In this section, we consider the channels with binary input
distribution i.e., |X | = N = 2. From Theorem 3, the optimal
quantizer is equivalent to a hyper-plane in one dimensional
space. However, a hyper-plane in one dimensional space is a
point and the optimal quantizer is equivalent to scalar quantizer
in the order of vj = ¯px|yi = px1|yj . That said, existing K +1
thresholds a = (a0 = 0, a1, . . . , aK−1, aK = 1) such that
a0 < a1 < · · · < aK−1 < aK
and
Q∗(vj) = zk, if ak−1 < px1|yj < ak.
Without the loss of generality, we can order the data set Y
by the descending order of px1|yj in the time complexity of
O(M logM). Thus, in the rest part of this paper, we suppose
that
px1|y1 ≤ px1|y2 ≤ · · · ≤ px1|yM−1 ≤ px1|yM . (12)
The optimal quantizer, therefore, can be found by searching
the optimal scalar thresholds 0 = a∗0 < a
∗
1 < · · · < a
∗
K−1 <
a∗K = 1. Therefore, the problem can be cast as a 1-dimensional
quantization/clustering problem that can be solved efficiently
using the famous dynamic programming [3], [22]. The detail
algorithm is proposed in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Dynamic programming for finding D(1,M,K)
1: Input: pX , pY , pY |X , M , K .
2: Initialization: D(i, j, k) = 0 for ∀ j = 0 or k = 0.
3: Recursion step:
4: For k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
5: For j = 1, 2, . . . ,M
D(i, j, k) = min
0≤q≤j−1
{D(i, q, k − 1) +D(q + 1, j, 1)}.
6: End For
7: Store the local decision:
Hk(j) = argmin
q
{D(i, q, k − 1) +D(q + 1, j, 1)}.
8: End For
9: Backtracking step: Let a∗K = M , for each i = {K −
1,K − 2, . . . , 1}
a∗i = Hi+1(a
∗
i+1).
10: Output: D(1,M,K), a∗ = {a0, a
∗
1, . . . , a
∗
K−1, a
∗
K}.
Now, let us defineD(i, j, k) as the minimum (optimal) value
of βH(X |Z)+H(Z) by partition (yi, yj] into k subsets where
0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤M and 0 ≤ k ≤ K . Each D(i, j, k) is the result
of using an optimal quantizer Q∗(i, j, k) which separates the
data in (yi, yj ] to k clusters using k−1 thresholds. For a given
Q∗(i, j, k), define w(i, j, k) and t(i, j, k) as the values of the
conditional entropy βH(X |Z) and entropy H(Z) associated
with the optimal quantizer Q∗(i, j, k), then
D(i, j, k) = w(i, j, k) + t(i, j, k). (13)
Now, the key of the dynamic programming algorithm is based
on the following recursion:
D(i, j, k) = min
0≤q≤j−1
{D(i, q, k − 1) +D(q + 1, j, 1)}. (14)
In the above recursion, the value of k partitions with a total of
j elements can be written as the sum of k− 1 partitions with
q elements and one additional partition with j − q elements.
Thus, minimum value can be found by searching for the right
index q, and the recursion follows. Again, we note that this
dynamic programming approach works because the value of
the large partition equals the sum of the values of its smaller
sub-partitions.
Now, consider initial values D(i, j, k) = 0 if j = 0 or k =
0. From this initial values, using (14), one can compute all of
D(i, j, k). The optimal solution is D(1,M,K). After finding
the optimal solution, one can use the backtracking method
to find all the optimal thresholds. The backtracking step is
performed by storing the indices that result in the minimum
values. Specifically,
Hk(j) = argmin
q
{D(i, q, k − 1) +D(q + 1, j, 1)}. (15)
Then, Hk(j) saves the position of k − 1
th threshold. Finally,
let a∗K = M , for each i = {K− 1,K − 2, . . . , 1}, all of other
optimal thresholds can be found by backtracking.
a∗i = Hi+1(a
∗
i+1). (16)
Complexity. Noting that except step 5 in Algorithm 1 takes
the time complexity of O(KM2), other steps can be done in
a linear time. Thus, the total time complexity of Algorithm 1
is O(KM2).
B. Quantization for binary input binary output continuous
channels
In this section, we extend the previous results to the discrete
binary input continuous binary output channels. Consider a
channel with discrete input X = {x1, x2} which is corrupted
by a noise having continuous distribution to produce the con-
tinuous output y ∈ Y = R. Thus, the channel is specified by
two continuous distribution py|x1 = φ1(y) and py|x2 = φ2(y).
One wants to quantize continuous output y back to the discrete
binary quantized output Z = {z1, z2}. Now, consider the
following variable r(y)
r(y) = px1|y =
p1py|x1
p1py|x1 + p2py|x2
=
p1φ1(y)
p1φ1(y) + p2φ2(y)
.
Since N = 2 and K = 2, from the result in Theorem 3, the
optimal quantizer can be found by searching an optimal scalar
threshold 0 < a∗ < 1 such that{
Q(y) = z1 if r(y) ≤ a
∗,
Q(y) = z2 if r(y) > a
∗.
Thus, the optimal quantizer can be found by an exhausted
searching over a new random variable 0 < a < 1. The
complexity of this algorithm is O(M) where M =
1
ǫ
and
ǫ is a small number denotes the precise of the solution. From
the optimal value a∗, the corresponding thresholds y ∈ Y can
be constructed. Interestingly, the following Lemma shows a
sufficient condition where a single threshold y ∈ Y = R is an
optimal quantizer.
Lemma 4. If
φ2(y)
φ1(y)
is a strictly increasing/decreasing func-
tion, a single threshold quantizer is optimal.
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Figure 2: Optimal pairs (I∗(X,Z), H∗(Z)) corespond to β =
1, 2, . . . , 13.
Proof. We consider
r(y) = px1|y =
p1φ1(y)
p1φ1(y) + p2φ2(y)
=
1
1 +
φ2(y)
φ1(y)
.
Since
φ2(y)
φ1(y)
is a strictly increasing/decreasing function, r(y)
is a strictly increasing/decreasing function. Thus, for a given
value of a, existing a single value of y such that r(y) = a.
Therefore, the optimal a∗ corresponds to a single value of y∗.
Thus, a single threshold quantizer is optimal in this context.
Our result is an extension of Lemma 2 in [23].
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Consider a communication system which transmits input
X = (x1 = −2, x2 = 2) having px1 = px2 = 0.5
over an additive noise channel with i.i.d Gaussian noise
N(µ = 0, σ = 1). Due to the additive property, the con-
ditional density of output y ∈ Y = R given input x1 is
φ1(y) = py|x1 = N(−2, 1) while the conditional density of
output y given input x2 is φ2(y) = py|x2 = N(2, 1). The
continuous output y then is quantized to N = 4 output levels
Z = (z1, z2, z3, z4). We first discrete y ∈ Y = R to M = 200
pieces from [−10, 10] with the same width ǫ = 0.1. Thus,
Y = {y1, y2, . . . , y200} with the conditional density pyj|xi
and pyj , ∀ i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2, . . . , 200 can be determined
using two given conditional densities φ1(y) = N(−2, 1) and
φ2(y) = N(2, 1). For β = 2, . . . , 13, the curve in Fig. 2
illustrates the optimal pairs (I∗(X,Z), H∗(Z)). For example,
if one requires that H(Z) ≤ 1.18, we should pick β = 6 that
produces H∗(Z) = 1.795 and I∗(X,Z) = 0.87274.
VI. CONCLUSION
A polynomial time complexity algorithm is proposed that
can find the globally optimal quantizer to maximize the mutual
information between the input and the quantized output under
an entropy-constrained if the channel input is binary. This
result holds for any binary input channels with arbitrary
number of quantized output. We also extend the result to
binary input continuous binary output channels and show a
sufficient condition such that a single threshold quantizer is
optimal. Both theoretical results and numerical results are
provided to justify our techniques.
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